
Oils & Waxes  
Leather Finish

We imagine the 
ultimate outdoor 
experience

If it can be imagined, 
it can be created
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www.stahl.com

The information provided herein is not intended to form part of any offer or contract for the sale. Pictures, descriptions and statements are only 
artistic impressions and they are not representations of fact. STAHL does not warrant the accuracy and correctness of the information and will not 
be responsible in any way for any inaccuracy or omission of information herein, as well as for changes in colors and printing errors, or for any loss 
suffered by any person as a result of relying on the information.

To finish leather items with an outdoor look and feel, we offer a 

range of high-performance oils and waxes. The applications vary 

from shoes, bags and accessories to even upholstery. Using the 

oils and waxes, you can choose for a light to strong pull-up effect 

and for a dry, a silky, or a rich waxy feel. We also have solutions 

that give your outdoor item a darker or crunchy effect. Our range 

can create diverse types of finishes. Such as standard pull-up oils 

and waxes, feel modifying and nubuck  oils and water-resistant 

pull-up finishes for water-resistant or non water-resistant crusts. 

You’ll find the main features of our products below. 

Oils & Waxes

Product Type Solids 
(%)

Melting 
Range (°C)

Oil 
Content (%) Touch Pull-Up Effect Segment Main Features 

Shoe & Leather  
Goods

Upholstery

Standard pull-up oil

AS-630 Oil 90 - 90 Wet oily Medium
Medium dark pull-up  
effect - Soft handle  

Feel modifying and nubuck oil

Melio® Oil PO-231-D Oil 100  - 100 Soft silky Medium
Silky feel to oiled-off 
leathers

Standard pull-up waxes

AS-22-178 Wax 97 45 - 50 27 Soft waxy
Medium to 

strong
Rich surface feel

AS-33-101 Wax 100 50 - 54 5 Oily Light
Medium pull-up effect -  
Soft handle

AS-33-250 Wax 100 53 - 59 2 Dry Strong Very hard, wax crunch effect

AS-33-260 Wax 100 53 - 59 16 Smooth/Silky Strong Very dark and clean pull-up

AS-33-280 Wax 100 47 - 51 6 Soft oily Strong
Lanoline based, dark  
pull-up effect

Melio® Wax PO-418 Wax 100 58 - 65 1 Waxy Very strong Very hard, wax crunch effect

Water-resistant pull-up finish 
on non-WR crust

AS-723 Oil 100 - 100 Silky Medium Swelling oil

Bavon® Wax 550-D Wax 100 46 - 52 5 Rich waxy Medium
Increases Maeser flex on 
non water-resistant crust

Water-resistant pull-up finish 
on WR crust

AS-13-547 Wax 100 51 - 54 28 Waxy Strong
Very darkening effect -  
For water resistant leathers

AS-33-102 Oil 99 - 99 Silky Light
Maintains Maeser flex with 
minimum water uptake

AS-33-206 Oil 100 - 100 Dry Light
Excellent Maeser - 
Low water absorption -  
Good Wicking

AS-33-207 Oil 99 - 99 Silky Light
Maintains Maeser flex with 
minimum water uptake

AS-33-261 Wax 100 51 - 54 18 Silky Medium
Good darkening effect -  
For water-resistant leathers

AS-33-653 Wax 100 45 - 51 35 Soft/Silky Medium For water-resistant leathers

Melio® Wax PO-408-CN Wax 100 45 - 65 30 Waxy oily Strong Darkening effect

Product overview


